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Introduction

• Farmer Producer Organizations (FPOs)

• Institutional innovations to insulate farmers from market risks and provide them market power (Markelova et al., 2009; 
Trebbin & Hassler, 2012; World Bank, 2007)

• Increasingly being promoted as means to connect farmers with markets

• Cooperatives

• Widely prevalent form of FPOs, with state patronage

• Sources of countervailing power (Hansmann, 1996)

• Yardstick of Competition (Sexton, 1990)

• Provides scale economies and reduces transaction costs

Successful cooperatives are rare
• Hybrid organizations with plural objectives (Hestad

et al., 2020; Nath & Arrawatia, 2022)

• Heterogeneous member preferences

• Fragile financial system



Organizational sustainability of cooperatives

• Faces challenges from two ends:

Member participation

• Group characteristics (Fischer & Qaim, 2012; 
Markelova et al., 2009)

• Reciprocity motive of members (Fischer & Qaim, 
2014)

• Trust – among members, and between members 
and the co-operative (Grashuis & Su, 2019)

• Monitoring and enforcement mechanisms

Stability as enterprise

• Ability to compete in market (Hansmann, 1996)

• Activity portfolio for surplus generation (Puusa et 
al., 2016)

• Leadership and managerial capability (Shakir et al., 
2020)

• Inclusiveness
• Less inclusive as cooperatives move from 

community-orientation to market-orientation 
(Bijman & Wijers, 2019)

• Long-term success depends on ability to constantly adapt to dynamically evolving situations (Giagnocavo et al., 
2018; Grashuis, 2018)



Designing cooperatives to be sustainable

“[d]esign and design-concept – the logic 

underlying the design – are concerned with the 

architecture of a complex of three distinct 

entities and the inter-relationships between 

them: member-users who are the owners of the 

co-operative; the board or the governance 

structure; and the operating system – which 

includes the structures, strategies, policies, 

procedures and processes below the board – what 

the mainstream management literature counts as 

‘organization’” (Shah 1996, p.241) [emphasis 

original]. 

Limitations

• Does not explicitly recognize hybrid nature of 
cooperatives

• Ignores ability to constantly adapt to the dynamically 
evolving situations 

• Hybridity as a determinant of organizational 
sustainability is relatively less discussed in literature



Research Question

How do cooperatives manage hybridity for their organizational sustainability?

• We develop a conceptual framework by building on
• Theories on designing cooperatives
• Hybridity in cooperatives



Conceptual Framework

Managing synergistic 
hybridity is at the core of 
ensuring organizational 
sustainability of 
cooperatives

Member-centric
saves from mission drift

Business-centric
creates organizational capacity as enterprise

Hybridity
enables to respond to dynamically evolving situations

Patronage Portfolio



Conceptual Framework
• Autonomy of governance

• Internal sources of funds (Rajesh et al., 2002; Shah, 1996)

• Membership & Terms of engagement
• Portfolio
• Extent of autonomy needs moderation

• Members’ trust in the cooperative
• Reinforces and moderates autonomy (Fulton & Giannakas, 

2007; Ole Borgen, 2001)
• Drives patronage (Fischer & Qaim, 2014)

• Short-term vs long-term trade-off

• Managerial capability to run the operating system
• Demand for performance
• Generate surplus for internal source of funds
• Responsive to member needs & environmental changes
• Reinforce both governance autonomy and members’ trust

Managing hybridity presupposes

Managing 
hybridity

Autonomy 
of 

governance

Members’ 
trust

Managerial 
capability



Conceptual Framework



Conclusion

• We developed a conceptual framework to examine how hybridity is managed in cooperatives for 
organizational sustainability.
• Unpacked the elements of organizational design 
• Drew out a feasible alignment among them

• We extend the theories proposed by Shah (1995, 1996, 2016) and highlight the importance of hybridity 
in cooperatives.


